FAREWELL CONFERENCE
IN HONOR OF DENNIS J. SNOWER

February 11, 2019

“Recoupling Economic and Social Prosperity”

09:00 Welcome address/Introduction
09:20 A personal record of working with Dennis over a lifetime             Assar Lindbeck
09:45 Institutional governance of complex human interactions in a planetary bio-geosphere Sean Cleary
10:15 Coffee Break
10:30 The disturbingly ambiguous new role of the media in recoupling        Sebastian Turner
11:15 Why we need an empowering narrative                                     Gabriela Ramos
12:00 Realigning Business, Economies and Societies                          Colm Kelly
12:45 Lunch Break
14:00 Public policy directions for recoupling social and economic prosperity Thomas Mirow
14:45 Housing in a sustainable economy                                        John Muellbauer
15:30 Coffee break
16:00 Social externalities                                                   Marc Fleurbaey
16:45 Confronting Radical Uncertainty in Economics, Psychology and Society David Tuckett
17:30 When Priorities Change: Dennis Snower I versus Dennis Snower II.        Rolf Langhammer